PROJECT PROFILE
SITE EXPLORATION STUDY AND REMEDIATION OF FAILED EARTHEN DAM
Prior to initial reservoir filling, the upstream slope of a 45-foot-high earth-fill
dam in northeastern Ohio failed on the
upstream embankment, resulting in a
maximum six-foot-deep scarp near the
crest of the dam. D'Appolonia was retained by the owner to perform a forensic study of the failed dam to identify
the cause of failure and to determine
appropriate means for remediation.
The project initiated with a field reconnaissance and subsurface exploration
program comprising nine borings and

Installation of reinforcing bars associated with repair of the decant tower.

Distress to the decant tower caused by
failure of the dam.

18 test pits for the purpose of evaluating the condition of and obtaining samples from the failed and unfailed sec-

tions of the dam. Instrumentation including inclinometers, pneumatic piezometers and survey control monuments was installed at various locations
to monitor the slope movement, which
continued throughout the duration of
the field exploration program. Laboratory testing of disturbed and undisturbed samples of the dam embankment
and foundation materials was performed for the purpose of characterizing the strength, deformation and creep
behavior of the upstream embankment
and to develop parameters for subsequent use in performing limiting equi-

librium analyses of pre- and post-failure
conditions, and for identifying the possible effects of remedial measures.
The reconstruction sequence included
lowering of the crest of the failed dam,
construction of an upstream buttress,
repair of the decant tower, installation
of internal trench drains, and modification of the emergency spillway. Construction plans and specifications were
prepared and submitted for agency approval. D'Appolonia provided monitoring services for the reconstruction and
subsequently performed quarterly inspections of the facility.
D'Appolonia also prepared an Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual
and an Emergency Action Plan (EAP)
for the dam. The O&M Manual provided inspection requirements, normal
operation procedures, maintenance and
repair, and emergency operation procedures. EAP preparation included Probable Maximum Flood and dam break
analyses using HEC-1 to determine
flows and inundation levels. Emergency
warning measures and notification and
evacuation requirements were established in the EAP.

Excavation of upstream slope of dam and buttress construction.

